Safety Maturity

**FUNDAMENTALS**
Basic Safety Culture
- Training
- Incident Reporting
- Inspections
- Maintenance Plans
- Awareness Campaigns

**ADVANCED APPROACHES**
Supporting Management Systems
- Proactive Reporting
- Measurement and Analysis
- Individual Accountability
- Investigations
- Craft Involvement
- Core Safety Values

**BEHAVIOR BASED SAFETY**
Behavioral Approaches
- Human Factors
- Behavioral-based Observations
- Share Lessons Learned
- Cultural Alignment

**PERSONAL SAFETY LEADERSHIP**
Leadership Culture
- Understanding Risk Tolerance
- Approaching Others / Intervening
- Address Complacency
- Interrupt Inattentional Blindness

**SAFETY PERFORMANCE**

**SAFETY CULTURE**

**REACTIVE**
Compliance Culture

**PROACTIVE**
Transformational